Evidence for the presence of mRNA in the post-ribosomal cytoplasm of sheep lymphocytes.
Several fractions of RNA prepared from the post-ribosomal cytosol of sheep lymphoid cells were found to include messenger-like RNA as defined by the following criteria: a, template activity, i.e. the ability to promote the incorporation of radioactive amino acids into protein in cell-free protein-synthesising systems derived from wheat embryos or ascites tumour cells; b, a low magnesium optimum (1-2.5 mM) for template activity which is characteristic of many natural mRNAs; c, sensitivity of the template response to aurintricarboxylic acid, a specific inhibitor of the initiation of protein synthesis. The lymphoid post-ribosomal RNA fractions, however, were translated less efficiently than were rabbit reticulocyte globin mRNA or tobacco mosaic viral (TMV) RNA; no explanation for this relatively poor template activity was found. The major fraction of messenger-like RNA had an average sedimentation coefficient of 12 S; this fraction directed the translation of several discrete polypeptides in the molecular weight range 10 000-25 000. On average the products of 12 S RNA-directed protein synthesis appeared lysine rich compared with TMV RNA-directed products. It is suggested that the apparent pool of uncommitted mRNA in resting lymphocytes may be utilised during the early stages of lymphocyte activation, and that the mRNAs could be stored in forms similar to those evident in other dormant tissues.